Professional Series

stand blender

WITH THERMAL CONTROL JAR
Exceptional Performance
- The most powerful blender*
- Powerful 3.5 peak HP motor**
- Asymmetric stainless steel blade
- Exclusive Thermal Control Jar heats soup in 5 minutes
- 3 Pre-set Adapti-Blend™ recipe programs plus
Self-cleaning cycle
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- Unique Flex Edge tamper
- Die-cast precision power dial
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Enduring Design
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- Robust die-cast metal base, dial and switches
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- 87 oz (56 oz marked capacity) BPA-free Thermal Control Jar
with ability to heat soup and retain hot temperature
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- Patented stainless steel blade
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- Silicone stabilizer jar pad
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- Professional grade blender
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- Flex-Edge tamper
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- 87 oz (56 oz marked capacity) BPA-free
Thermal Control Jar

- Secure, vented lid

- Removable ingredient measuring cap
- Recipe book

Available ColorS
Nickel Pearl

*When testing the actual blender power output at the blade using a dynamometer, a machine laboratories use to measure
mechanical power, this KitchenAid blender with its heavy duty motor and advanced motor control board, produces more power
than the leading competitors.**Please see the Use and Care Guide for more details regarding blender use and performance.
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Available ColorS

Exceptional Performance
- THE MOST POWERFUL BLENDER* is the
ultimate tool for making healthy, nutritious
eating easy. The Pro Line® Series blender’s
powerful 3.5 Peak HP** motor and patented
asymmetric blade provide the most blending
power of leading competitors.

Enduring Design
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Specifications and Dimensions
- Dimensions in inches (centimeters)
- Weight in pounds (kilograms)
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- 3 PRE-SET ADAPTI-BLEND™
RECIPE PROGRAMS. Each program
(Soup, Smoothie and Juice) a specific result and
consistency, creating an ideal blend. Includes
self-cleaning cycle.
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- EXCLUSIVE THERMAL CONTROL JAR to blend
and heat soup in only five minutes, retains hot
temperature longer.

- DISHWASHER-SAFE BPA-FREE THERMAL
CONTROL JAR with 87 oz capacity (56 oz marked
capacity) engineered to further optimize the
blender’s performance, leveraging the powerful
motor and exclusive blade design. The jar,
blades, lid and removable handle grip are all
dishwasher safe.
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- ASYMMETRIC STAINLESS STEEL BLADE blends
at four different angles to pull ingredients into
the blending vortex for smooth, consistent
results. This allows for blending large and tough
ingredients, like whole fruits and vegetables.

- DURABLE DIE-CAST METAL BASE, DIAL AND
SWITCHES are built for stability and long-lasting
performance. Premium quality design is durable
and easy to clean. While in use, the metal base
offers extra stability on the counter.
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- PRECISION POWER DIAL offers continuous
variable speed from 1-11, for complete control
from low to high speeds. Pulse and Boost
functions also available to meet your recipe’s
specific needs.
- UNIQUE FLEX EDGE TAMPER assists with
large quantities or ultra-thick blends. The
Flex Edge tamper pushes ingredients into the
blending vortex and scrapes the sides of the
jar so everything is blended evenly. And when
finished, it helps get more of the contents out
of the jar so there’s less waste.
Model

COLOR

4KSB8270NP

Nickel Pearl

4KSB8270

PRODUCT

PRODUCT
CARTON

MASTER
PACK

Height

17.7 (44.9)

17.8 (45.2)

18.4 (46.8)

Width

10.5 (26.7)

15.6 (39.7)

15.6 (39.7)

Depth

9.1 (23.1)

13.8 (35.1)

14.1 (35.9)

Cord Length

42.0 (106.7)

—

—

Net Weight

20.7 (9.4)

—

—

Shipping Weight

—

21.7 (9.8)

21.7 (9.8)

Master Pack
Quantity

—

—

1 Unit

6 Master Packs per Layer x 2 Layers per Skid = 12 Units per Skid
Specifications subject to change without notice.

UPC

8

83049

42822
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*When testing the actual blender power output at the blade using a dynamometer,
a machine laboratories use to measure mechanical power, this KitchenAid blender
with its heavy duty motor and advanced motor control board, produces more power
than the leading competitors.**Please see the Use and Care Guide for more details
regarding blender use and performance.

10 Year replacement limited Warranty
Visit proline.kitchenaid.ca for complete warranty details.
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